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Abstract— Few decades onwards decision-making systems 
have underwent many changes with the new technologies of 
Data warehouse/Data Mining. The tendency in OLAP data 
plays an important role on Business Intelligence over OLTP 
data, i.e., day to day data. Business Intelligence is not just for 
big organizations, but it is a simple technology that can be 
used by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) too for better 
results in their businesses. The main intention of this paper is 
to describe the usage of BI and how it is useful to the 
organizations in decision making. BUSINESS 
INTELLIGENCE (Bl) is one of the simplest technology to 
understand. However, getting it into the right direction is the 
most difficult tasks for both small and large companies. In 
simple terms, Bl is all about taking the volume of data that 
every company collects on daily basis and present it in a form 
that can be understood by the decision makers. The ability to 
use historical information to make business decisions are the 
fundamental basis of a business. Transforming data into 
information and bringing together disparate sources of 
valuable information to analyse BI can enable SMEs to gain 
timely access to high quality, reliable business data and 
metrics. That enables them to make better-informed decisions 
while dealing with customers, suppliers or internal processes. 
Fundamentally, BI enables companies to more easily identify 
and reduce the cost and also to take guesswork out of 
decisions that help drive top-line revenue growth. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
Few decades onwards, data warehouses (DWs) and Business 
intelligence (BI) technologies have become an indispensable 
component of modern decision support systems in most 
organizations  and companies of the world. In any National 
economy particularly for developing countries Small and Mid-
Sized Enterprises (SMEs) play a vital role than the Huge or 
Large organizations, it would create a competitive world for 
them at global level. Nowadays in the modern economy the 
SMEs also create large volumes of data and are using modern 
tools and technologies for decision making as Business 
intelligence systems and Data visualization tools.Although 
many studies have been conducted on the need of decision 
support systems (DSSs) for small businesses, most of them 
adapt existing solutions and approaches that are appropriate for 
large-scale enterprises, but are inadequate for small and 
middle-sized enterprises. 
A. Difficulities to obtain a BI System for SMEs 

Latest Business intelligence tools and techniques are not 
that much accessible and suitable for SMEs business because of 
the following factors: 

 Cost  
 Powerful  infrastructure  

 Complexity  
 Improper functionality 
 Flexibility in terms of  changes 
 Environment 
 Data accessibility and predictive analysis   

Besides, many projects fail during the time of migrating to the 
latest versions. Moreover, as the work philosophies of small 
and large-scale enterprises are considerably different, it is not 
advisable to use tools destined to large-scale enterprises. In 
short, “one size does not fit for all”.  Furthermore, there may be 
many problems in the identification of information needs of 
potential users in the process of building data warehouse.So, 
SMEs need more flexible, less infrastructure, simple and 
efficient solutions. To obtain these features we can make use of 
SOA architectures and its light weight web interfaces. Usage of 
web technology provides cheaper software because it 
eliminates the necessity for numerous dispersed applications, 
the necessity of deployment and maintenance of the corporate 
network and reduces training time. It is simple for end-users to 
use web-based solutions. In addition, a web-based architecture 
requires only lightweight software clients (i.e., web browsers). 
As a result, our aim is to propose original and adopted BI 
solutions for SMEs. To this aim, we first present and discuss 
web-based BI approaches, namely web data warehouse and 
web-based open source software for data warehousing. In 
Section-V We finally end our view on how the research and 
technologies surveyed to fit SME’s BI needs. 

 

II. THE EMERGENCE OF SMART BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS 

 
Today, the smart business systems (SBSs) are leading the way 
in optimizing a company’s operations along with the changing 
time. Not only is computer technology changing more rapidly 
each day, but also are business requirements. Decision makers 
are pressed to respond to customer needs and competitive 
threats in days and weeks instead of months or years.In the past 
twentieth century, decision makers were using a wide range of 
information systems to improve their decisions. However, in 
this twenty-first century we need to take decision makers to a 
higher level by providing them with the ability to “optimize the 
enterprise.” More specifically, optimization refers to the ability 
to assess a myriad possibilities to find the best one or near best 
one. Currently, the focus of smart business systems in an 
optimized organization centre is on the functional areas of a 
typical company, in particular, corporate planning, marketing, 
manufacturing, and accounting. Such an approach can go 
beyond each functional area and tie in with the company’s 
overall operations and its trading partners, thereby resulting in 
an integrated optimization approach. Essentially, the use of an 
optimization approach gives a typical company the necessary 
“smarts” to meet or possibly beat competition. 
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III. BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS(BISS) 
 

Fundamentally, business intelligence systems (BISs) make 
great use of data marts and data warehouses as well as OLTP 
databases to measure historic activity. Over time, however, 
business intelligence activities are expanded to include other 
kinds of data, information, and knowledge that are future 
oriented. For example, software developers and their clients are 
integrating data mining tools for prediction based on historic 
data, information, and knowledge, or visualization tools to scan 
quickly large amounts of relevant information and knowledge. 
Other companies are integrating text and images with data 
marts and data warehouses, using collected document 
management systems or object-relational databases. Also, there 
is a movement to “push” relevant information and knowledge 
to users in real-time based on predefined business rules or 
collaborative arrangements between company resources.From 
this perspective, companies are looking at the organization 
holistically for a thorough understanding of its operations 
within a BIS operating mode. This generally means extending a 
company’s functions, processes and technology via E-
commerce to its trading partners (i.e., customers and suppliers). 
A business intelligence system centre on managing internal and 
external information knowledge and their resulting intelligence 
in a proactive manner has to create a competitive advantage to 
a company’s achievable objectives and its measurable goals. A 
business intelligence system has a set of tools and applications 
that allow decision makers to gather, organize, analyse, 
distribute, and act on critical business issues, with the goal of 
helping companies make faster, better, and more informed 
business decisions. Business intelligence systems are defined as 
systems for business that turns selected data, information, and 
knowledge into desired intelligence for business gain by 
decision makers. The type of system and software used is 
situational. Business intelligence systems use database 
infrastructure along with various analytical and collaborative 
tools —all within a global computer networking architecture. 
Overall, business intelligence systems help decision makers 
with the ability to understand (i.e., the intelligence to gain 
insights into) the relationships of presented facts as data, 
information, and knowledge in line with action toward a 
desired actionable goal. They provide decision makers with 
timely data, information, and knowledge for problem solving 
and, in particular, problem finding. As such, business 
intelligence systems are the forerunners of smart business 
systems. 

 

IV. ESSENTIAL STEPS TO DEVELOPING AND 
IMPLEMENTING SMART BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

SUCCESSFULLY 
 

Although there is no comprehensive approach nor is one 
expected soon to develop and to implement smart business 
systems successfully, there are several suggested steps. 
Company’s customers and employees to have a better 
understanding and more control over their total operations by 
following these steps. The eventual goal of a smart business 
system for a typical decision maker is not to do a better job of 
understanding the company’s inner workings, but rather to 
optimize its operations so that the company has more effective 
as well as efficient results in the short to long run. 

Typically, there is an order to be followed in undertaking these 
steps which are 

 Get support by starting at the very top of the company  
  Appoint a chief information officer to sponsor the smart 

technology  
 Experienced team to develop and implement the smart 

business system(s)  
 An effective smart business system design methodology  
 Appropriate data storage for optimizing results  
 Software tools that centre on producing best or near-optimal 

results  
 Determine computer networking that ties in with smart 

technology  
 Develop important smart applications  
 Disseminate appropriate optimized results  
 Focus on transforming optimized results into action 

 

V. WEB POWER DRIVEN BI 
 

Almost all latest BI tools particularly visualization tools 
deliver solution based on web technologies and its latest trends. 
In this section, we present and discuss web data warehousing 
approaches, their features, advantages and possibilities, as well 
as their necessity and potential for SMEs 

A. WEB WAREHOUSING 

There are two basic definitions of web warehousing. The first 
one simply states that web warehouses use data from the Web. 
The second concentrates on the use of web technologies in data 
warehousing. We focus on the second definition in our 
paper.Web-data warehouses inherit many of the characteristics 
from traditional data warehouses, including organized data 
around major subjects in the enterprise, validated, aggregate 
information. Web-based data warehouses nonetheless differ 
with traditional DWs. Web warehouses organize and manage 
the stored items, but do not collect them. Web-based DW 
technology changes the pattern of users reaching to the DW: 
instead of reaching through LAN (Local Area Network), users 
access via Internet/Intranet.Specific issues raised by web-based 
DW include unrealistic user expectations, especially the 
amount of information reached by web, security issues, and 
technical implementation problems related to peek demand and 
load problems. Eventually, web technologies make data 
warehouses and decision support systems friendlier to users. 
They are often used in data warehouses to visualize 
information. At the same time, web technology opens multiple 
information formats, such as structured data, semi-structured 
data and unstructured data to end-users. This gives many 
possibilities to users, but also creates a problem known as data 
heterogeneitymanagement. Another important issue is the 
necessity to view the Web as an enormous source of business 
data, without which enterprises lose many possibilities. 
Business analyst access large external data over the web and 
then study competitor’s movements by analysing their website 
content, customer preferences or emerging trends. So, SMEs 
gain capabilities through e-business technologies that were 
once the preserve of their larger competitors. However, most of 
the information in the Web has unstructured, heterogeneous 
and hence difficult to analyze. 
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Fig. 1. Typical Olap Architecture 

B. CLOUD COMPUTING 

The cloud technology has increased its popularity in the present 
world and it provides the Data warehouse and BI services like 
other services through Internet (Cloud). SME owners can use 
the cloud service for their business from cloud data centre and 
they can pay for the services like the normal internet bills.The 
cloud computing, services are mainly used by small enterprises 
and start-ups that do not have a legacy of IT investments to 
manage. Cloud computing-based BI tools are rather cheap for 
small and middle-sized enterprises because there is no need of 
hardware and software maintenance and also their prices are 
according to the requirement of data storage. Contrariwise, 
cloud computing does not allow users to have the physical data 
storage. It causes user dependence on the cloud computing 
provider, loss of data control and data security. In conclusion, 
mostly cloud computing-based BI tools do not fit enterprise 
requirements yet, researchers still finding new approaches on 
clouds to adapt Business Intelligence system into the Enterprise 
market that can shows the more benefits to Small and Mid-
Sized Enterprises in upcoming days. Cloud may also be called 
as Software as a Service (SAAS) or Platform as a Service 
through the data centre and likewise BI service also be offered 
through cloud. With this technology SME owner no need to 
pay attention to infrastructure and license on those tools. 
"According to a 2012 survey, business intelligence 
technologies are the fastest- growing cloud-based business 
management tools around. In late 2011, only about 13% of 
enterprises worldwide had cloud-based BI solutions in place 
and in use. In 2012, cloud-based BI saw an 84% compound 
annual growth rate. The three benefits of cloud-based business 
intelligence solutions, according to the survey’s are": 

 
Fig. 2. How Cloud Computing works 

Cloud makes business intelligence affordable: Enterprises 
benefit from the fact that there is no hardware and ongoing 
maintenance costs. The implementation of the solution is rapid, 
it needs a smaller budget, and upgrades are the provider’s 

responsibility. Cloud enables business needs integration: 
Enterprises benefit by having a more scalable solution that can 
faster integrate new functionality to fit business needs or faster 
adopt to business development. Cloud increases employee 
productivity and reduces redundancy.Enterprises using cloud-
based Business Intelligence solutions benefit by having more 
efficient processes as different business departments or external 
partners can access the same data, eliminating duplication 
Cloud increases BI tools results: By storing data in a single 
location that can be reached by the entire enterprise, the 
chances of having duplicate data or different versions of almost 
the same information is eliminated. This helps companies 
reduce data volume and complexity and leads to valuable data 
insights for departments across the entire organization.As data 
continues to increase in all industries and businesses begin to 
rely more and more on high-quality data insights, information 
accessibility whenever, wherever can provide a critical 
competitive advantage. If you consider choosing and carrying 
out Business Intelligence technologies in your enterprise, you 
should research on the advantages a cloud-based solution could 
bring to your day-by-day activity. Cloud does provide better, 
faster and cheaper business intelligence solutions and mainly 
the cost-factor and quality factor, I find important. The more 
data-driven organizations and their decision-making process 
becomes, the more important data-quality is Security.Security 
remains a great concern for organizations of cloud-based 
solutions, the cloud for SME is becoming mainstream. 
According to a market study by BI-Scorecard and Intelligent 
Business Tactics, Cloud BI is considered important-to-critical 
in 46% of companies surveyed and SMBs are leading in the 
adoption of public cloud BI.Cloud BI can no longer be 
considered merely hype or niche and while Cloud BI is 
important, there are several inhibitors towidespread usage, with 
data security (24%) as the biggest inhibitor to BI in the public 
cloud. In addition, 22% of organizations also cited the 
uncertain value of cloud BI as a key reason inhibiting 
adoption.For those companies who have deployed, public cloud 
BI is particularly important to small and medium sized 
businesses (SMEs). Large enterprises over $1 billion are 
carrying out hybrid computing environments consisting of a 
combination of public cloud, private cloud, and physical on-
premises BI systems. 
 
SMEs are leading the adoption of public cloud BI and upload 
on-premise transactional and analytical data to the cloud on a 
daily and near real-time basis. The study also shows that the 
average number of users for public cloud BI is less than 50. 
Adoption of private cloud computing inside the enterprise is 
being driven by the benefits of scalability and reduced total 
cost of ownership as organizations seek more value for money 
on their existing IT infrastructure. Large enterprises building 
private cloud BI are moving BI tool platforms to a virtual 
server environment to accommodate more users as they open 
BI to both desktop and mobile devices.Skepticism exists 
around the benefits of deploying relational and analytic 
databases on private clouds. Visualizing DBMS software may 
be considered for smaller databases (e.g. data marts); however, 
larger databases deployed on data warehouse appliances are 
unlikely to be migrated unless scalability and performance can 
be proven. Even less organizations are visualizing data 
integration.Web-based free ETL tools are usually ROLAP 
(Relational OLAP) oriented. ROLAP-oriented ETL tools allow 
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the user to define and create data transformations in Java 
(JasperETL) or in TL (Clover.ETL) 1. SingularMOLAP 
(Multidimensional OLAP)-oriented ETL Palo defines the ETL 
process either via web interfaces or via XML structures for 
experts. All studied ETL tools configure heterogeneous data 
sources and complex file formats. They interact with different. 
DBMSs (Database Management Systems) some of the tools 
can also extract data from ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) 
and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
systems.Today, online analytical processing (OLAP) centres on 
systems that focus on asking and answering “what happened” 
to operations. A most important part of OLAP systems is their 
multidimensional analysis capabilities that are, analysis that 
goes beyond the traditional two-dimensional analysis. 
Essentially, multidimensional analysis represents an important 
method for leveraging the contents of an organization’s 
production data and other data stored in company databases and 
data warehouses because it allows users to look at different 
dimensions of the same data, say by business units, 
geographical areas, product levels, market segments, and 
distribution channels. As such, OLAP makes it easier to do 
analyze that cross departmental and even corporate boundaries. 
Another way of viewing OLAP is getting a typicalcompany out 
of the custom report-writing business and into the data-cube-
server-building business. An OLAP data structure can be 
thought of as a Rubik’s cube of data that user can twist and 
twirl in different ways to work through “what happened” 
scenarios to get at the real issues of the situation. 

TABLE I.  WEB BASED ETL/OLAP TOOLS 
 

ETL/ 
OLAP 

WEB BASED OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE 

TOOLS PLATFORM LICENSE 

ETL 
ROLAP- CLOVER 
ETL / JASPER ETL JAVA LGPL 

ETL 
MOLAP- PALO 
ETL/  JAVA GPL 

OLAP MONDRAIN JAVA GPL 

OLAP FRESS ANALYSIS JAVA GPL 

OLAP JPALO JAVA MPL 

OLAP POE OLAP JAVA LGPL 
 

Current OLAP tools have proven their value in providing a 
multidimensional view of summarized data. 

 
Fig. 3. Dimesional Model or A Star Schema 

Some of these tools are available within a business intelligence 
operating mode to further enhance a better understanding of a 

company’s operations today as well as in the future. Although 
OLAP tools meet many needs, they do not allow for the 
analysis and understanding of individual customer behavior at 
the transaction level. The reason is that OLAP tools, both those 
carried out on top of relational databases (ROLAP) and those 
built on top of multidimensional databases (MOLAP), centre 
on aggregating and summarizing data.Although aggregated 
data can provide trend analysis information, it is not actionable 
at an individual level. For example, knowing that 5,000 
products were sold will not help the company’s decision 
makers to focus on individual customers. If it knows who those 
5,000 customers are that can help decision makers to get the 
underlying profiles and possible motivation for buying a 
company’s products or services. From this broader view, 
knowledge discovery is needed to complement that information 
found within an OLAP system that decision makers have found 
by “slicing and dicing” rapidly through reams of data. Overall, 
OLAP systems can be useful building blocks for the 
implementation of smart business systems. 

All OLAP servers use the MDX (Multi-Dimensional 
expression) language for aggregating tables. They parse MDX 
into SQL to retrieve answers for dimensional queries. All 
OLAP servers exist for Java, but a Palo exists also for Dot 
NET, PHP, and C. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

Nowadays, BI becomes an essential part of any enterprise, even 
an SME. This necessity is caused by the increasing data volume 
indispensable for decision-making. Existing solutions and tools 
are mostly aimed at large-scale enterprises; thereby they are 
inaccessible or insufficient for SMEs because of a high price, 
redundant functionality, complexity, and high hardware and 
software requirements. SMEs require solutions with light 
architectures that, moreover, are cheap and do not require 
additional hardware and software. This paper discusses the 
importance of data warehousing for SMEs, presents the main 
characteristics and examples of web-based data warehousing, 
OLAP systems, security issues in cloud computing systems. In 
this context, our research objective is to design BI solutions 
that are suitable for SMEs and avoid these aforementioned 
disadvantages.As a result, our aim is to propose original and 
adopted BI solutions for SMEs. To this aim, we first present 
and discuss web-based BI approaches, namely web data 
warehouse and web-based open source software for data 
warehousing. In Section-V We finally end our view on how the 
research and technologies surveyed to fit SME’s BI needs. 
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